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SUIMRY
A method of correcting finite-difference solutions for the effect of
truncation error or the use of an approximate basic equation is presented.
Applications to transonicc flow problems are described and examples given.
I NTRODUCTICN
Probably the paramount objtCtive in computational fluid dynamics is to
reduce the computing cost while still obtaining a solution of acceptable
accuracy. The most direct way of reducing the cost is by algorithm improve-
ment but there are other ways of cost reduction for practical applications.
One way is to use a coarse discretization in the numerical procedure which
reduces the number of data points to be computed. Another method is to use
some approximate form of the governing equations or boundary conditions that
leads to an easier and more rapid computation. While generally representing
all of the essential features of the complete solution these approximate
solutions can fail to accurately capture important finer details. However,
if the approximate solutions could be easily corrected in some way to account
for these deficiencies and if the correction is universal or even partially
universal then computing costs could be reduced without sacrificing accuracy.
It is the derivation of such corrections that is discussed in this paper.
The particular problems addressed in the present work are concerned with
finite difference calculations of two-dimensional transonic flow problems,
an important area of aerodynamics research. A common simplification in
transonic flow calculations is the use of the approximate transonic small
disturbance equation with thin wing boundary conditions rather than the full
potential equation with an exact treatment of the boundary conditions. The
error introduced by this approximation and the means of correction are dis-
cussed in this paper. A second form of approximation discussed is the use of
a coarse finite difference mesh which is then corrected to give a solution
typical of a much more refined mesh. Basically the correction method devised
for both these cases is an extrapolation from the approximate solution to the
"exact" solution. For the transonic flow problems considered, this correction
is obtained only for a "similar" or "nearby" solution, for example, the flow
around a different airfoil which has all the features of the problem to be
corrected and which has much the same pressure distribution. In this way
the same correction can be used for all "nearby" problems. in fact a partially
universal correction.
Because of the general nature of the pressure distributions in transonic
flow calculations In which shock waves of shock capture regions and regions
of rapid pre mHure chang e occur a modification of the method of strained
coordinates ieveloped by Nixon (ref. 1) is used. In this *:•chnique the
coordinates .ire strained such that all the rapidly varying parts of the solu-
tion art , constrained to the Hume location which improves the range of validity
of the corrections.
airfoils with
equations or
application of
of both corrections
the essential
Results for the pressure distribution around several
corrections for both mesh size and the use of approximate
boundary conditions are presented showing the satisfattor
the theory. The most important restriction in the choice
and approximate solutions is that they Ma! represent all
features of the final solution.
BASIC TH T"ORY FOR CORRECTIONS
Consider the mathematical problem defined by
	
L(0) - 0	 (1)
and the boundary condition
	
B W = F(x i )	 on some	 boundary C	 (2)
where L( ) is a differential operator and B( ) is an operator which may
be differential; F(x i ) is a specified function of the coordinates xi.
It is proposed to solve the system equations (1) and (2) by a finite
difference method. If L CD ( ) and B,( ) denote difference operators corre-
sponding to L( ) and B( ) in some computational mesh characterized by A
then the difference equations are
	
LA Od - 0	 (3)
	
BA ( Q A ) = F(x 1 )	 (4)
where FDA is the converged solution of the difference equation.
For a given difference scheme
	
m - FD A + AnR(O 1, )	 (5)
where R O A ) depends on the essential character of the solution, that is on
^A and its derivatives; the exponent n depends on the order of accuracy
of the difference scheme. As n^ - 0 the difference solution should approach
the exact solution. If it is assumed that A is sufficiently small that all
the essential features of the solution are represented by ^^ then R( A)
does not change sign ifi,altly with decreasing A. In this case the difference
solution OA will approach the exact solution 0 monotonically as L - 0.
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Consider now the cast , where two difference meshes, characterized by
A I and A
.
, , art , usi-d whert , 	.1 2 	A I .	 I'hcn from equation (5)
1
wlivre It  and I:	 are the two error terms in the fIiiIt y difference approxima-
tion.	 It is asstmied that the solution on the 	 I mush Is a Iaitly good
approximation to the 801111-ion on the fine mesh 	 1.l Then I liv qu•nnt i ty
"it (, 1
2 ) - 
Alt ► R I (.', l /J
"an he assumed to be small.
	
A trivial relation connecting; SA "'it'
	
is
^A,	 S 1 l	 ^A ,	 1 t
From equation (6). equation (7) the correct ton
- 
m	
tl (. "It., CJ . ) - A , nR	 JA2	 A^	 l
which is small and as A I . A2 • 0 tl ►e correction is zero.
A correction for the coarse mesh sol,ttlon y ^i could he obtained from
equal ion (6) if the error terms I1 1 (, 1
 ), R 0,t,,) wvry known - an almost
impossible task a priori. However, it ( some similar or "nearbv" solution to
mA Is known, denoted by	 and if it is assumed that
\"A2 - 'D A t ! - ( `1 ;1 1 - s A I ) + ^[ I( A 2 - •,^ /J
where c l	 is sosne small parameter then an approximation to equat iou (7) is
-	 -	 n	 n	 tIP A
 s OAI +
	 A - S A I ) + (1[^,	 R,(:. ) - A l 11A	 ; )1	 (10)
It is assumed that solutions for the nearby problem ;ire kn:►wn for both At
and A, mesh systems.	 Since both , t and it t (A. ` ► R ( ^ 1 ) - A I "K I (^ Al )J i are
'?
snail quintItics then a good approximate correction is riven by
S A	 ^A
1 
•1 (TA 
2 - 
Q'' )
	
(11)
2	 i
Hence, if t1e correction for truncation error (from the 1 t mush to the A2
mesh) is known for the nearby problem SA by direct comparison then equa-
tion (11) will correct tilt , solution 
mAl	
to the order of accuracy implied In
rsjuation (10) .
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A second form of correction is when a simplified equation or boundary
condition is used Instead of equations (1) and (2). Thus, the system solved
is
	
L(m)	 o	 (1l)
with the boundary condition
B(m) - F(x i ) on C	 (13)	 1
where L( ) and B( ) are operators that give approximate forms of the
equations (1) and (2); the boundary C may be an approximation to the exact
boundary C. As before, these equations will be solved by finite differences
with the difference operator
	 t
	
LA 0 A )	 0	 (14)
and boundary conditions
BA(OA) - F(x,) on C	 (15)
where 
^A is the converged volution of the discretized problem defined by
equations (14) and (15). It is :assumed in simplifications of this nature
that the solution of the system, equations (14) and (15), is a good approxi-
mation to the accurate solution of equations (3) and (4). Thus
y A
 - `'A + 0(cz4 A )	 (16)
where e, is some small quantity.
As before, a trivial relation between m A and ^A is given by
mA ' ^A + OA
and from equation (16)
(FDA - ^ A ) - 0(CA )
If a solution to a nearby problem, denoted by y A , for both the system
equations (3) and (4) and the simplified system equations (14) and (15) is
known then a correction to	 A is given by
^A + (^A - TA
where 
'A is thtc volution of the nearby problem using the simplified
operators A . ) and BA ( ).
(17)
0.
(18)
(19)
,J
i
4
r'	 1
if
A	 A	 A	 0	 (A	 A
where t	 is .I small qu.u;t itv then the 1,,rm;:1 accuracy of equat itin (19) is
0(; I ).
Hence, if the correction for the simplified problem (from 1.( ) to
L( ), etc.) Is . known for the nearby problem, then equation (19) will correct
the solution p A
 to an order of accuracy of (.,c3).
Since equation
	 (11) and equation (19)
	 are	 linear	 the principle of	 super-
position call 	 used.	 Thus,
	 it ;I 	 to the problem detined by equa-
tions	 (12)	 and	 (13)	 is knouni for	 some mesh	 A I	 and	 Lite solutions	 for	 a
of
	 problem are known	 for
	
the	 system equ.itions	 (12)	 and	 (13)
	 t i ll 	 meshes
ch.iracterized by
	
A I	 and	 .'.	 and also	 for	 the	 exact	 tormulat ion,	 equatton!i
	 (3)
and	 (4),	 then the solution for the exact	 problem o i l
	 A 2	 mesh	 Is given
approximately by
OA I + ( T A Z 	TAI ) + SA I	 '^A ` )
	
(20)
Hence, once the correct ion it; known for the • nearby solution oi • ly the coarse
mesh solution is required in order to obtain an accurate estimation of the
exact solution.
The principles outlined in this section can be applied to othe r
 approxi-
m.it ILins in add i t ion to those con:;idered above.
The usefulness of the correction theory depends on the range of applica-
bi l ity of .I givc-n cor rec '. toil, that is, how many problems can he sat Isfac tor iIy
corrected by it 	 nearby sohit ikin.	 This , .III only be determined by
experiment.
The basis of Lite present thoory d.,pends oil 	 availabi1it ,  of the nearby
st1utions and that the changes due to the corrections are small. The validity
of a perturbation (correc • tton) as outlined fit 	 section requires that Lite
changes due to the correction are smooth. 	 lit 	 with discontinuitics.
for example, trans. mntc flows with shock Waves, which is the application
considered here, the change due to the correction is not small +n the region
traversed h\ the discontinuit y .	 lit .order to overcome difficulties associated
with moving discontinuities the method of strained coordinates developed by
Nixon (refs. 1 and 2) is used. This technique is briefly described and
extended lit
	 next section.
METHOD OF S'I'KH 1NEV CduKh I NA'1'ES
The method of correcting approximate_ solutions outlined in the previous
section requires that the changes due to the correction are small. lit
t
Si
t
J ,
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containing discontinuities which can alter location when the correction terms
are added, the changes are not small in the region traversed by the discontin-
uity. A means of treating the problem of perturbations in discontinuous
transonic flow has been described by Nixon (ref. 1); an outline is given
below.
Briefly, the idea is that the problem is reformulated in a strained
coordinate system in which the discontinuity remains at the same location
throughout the perturbation and hen c e the difficulties associated with moving
discontinuities do not arise explicitly. The required straining is then
found as pact of the solution. The basic equations in this strained coordi-
nate system are then perturbed about some known solution to give a linear
equation for the perturbation quantities similar to those discussed in the
previous section. Once the solution of the linear perturbed equation is
known, the total perturbed solution in the physical coordinates is then
obtained. The major restriction is that the discontinuities :,gust not be lost
or generated during the perturbation.
The technique described above was originally developec to treat the
discontinuities which can invalidate a perturbation analys:.s. However, the
technique can also be applied to increase the range of application of a valid
perturbation analysis. An example from transonic airfoil theory concerns the
pressure distribution around all 	 when shock waves are present; such a
pressure distribution is sketched in figure 1. The solid and dashed lines
denote two nearby solutions for the pressure distribution. The solution shock
waves are captured, that is, the expected discontinuity .s smeared over a few
mesh spacings and denoted by CD and C'D'. The method of strained coordinates,
as given in reference 1, would strain the x-coordinate such that the midpoints
of the shock capture regions CD and C'D' coincide. The actual details
of the shoc• tc capture region are not considered since they are in any event
an artificial phenomena.
It can be seen from figure 1 that in the leading edge region the rapid
change in the pressure distribution can cause large pressure changes for a
small perturbation if the location of the pressure rise shifts slightly in the
x-direction. This large effect seriously limits the range of validity of the
perturbation analysis since all pressure changes are assumed small. A method
of avoiding this difficulty is to strain the coordinates such that representa-
tive point on the AB and A'B' curves coincide. This then increases the
range of validity in a similar way as the treatment of the shock waves in
reference 1.
A further point concerns the treatment of the shock capture regions CD
and C'D'. in the earlier applications (refs. 1 and 2) of the theory the same
mesh and differential equations were used for computing the pressure distri-
bution in all examples anti hence the shock capture characteristics were
essentially the same for all cases. For other problems, for example, cor-
rection of a coarse mesh solution (truncation error), the shock capture
characteristics may differ substantially and it is desirable to correct this
behavior. Accordingly, the coordinates are strained such that both the points
C,C' and D,D' (tli •2 extremities of the shock capture) coincide. As before,
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tale actual tlow details in the r-.-gion CD are considered irrelevant because
of the artificial nature of the shock capture.
A more getteral statement of the above technique is as follows.
1. If a true discontinuity is present. the coordinate ntraiItIlig is such
that the location of the discontinuities coincide.
2. 11 there in a shock capturing type of phenomena. then Lite ~training
is such that the extremities of the capture regiOrt coincide.
3. If large gradients are present in the solution, then the coordinate
straining is chosen so that a representative point in Lite region of the large
grad i vii t coincides.
These conditions constitute perhaps a large number of requirements for
the choice of straining. However, a piecewise straining is perfectly feasible
provided the end points of the straining (which do not move) lie in regions
of the solution for which a small perturbation analysis is valid, for example,
in the region BC of figure 1.
APPLICATIONS TO TWO-DIMENSIONAL TRANSONIC FLOW COMPUTATIONS
This section is concerned with the ci-m►putation of the pressure (or
velocity) distribution around airfoils in transonic flow using either the
full potential equation or the tranacnic small disturbance equation.
	
.1
If , (x, y) I-; the perturbation velocity potential in the Cartesian
coordinates (x, y) and p is the density then the full potential equation
is
(r(1 + q, x )l x + t p ^yl y ' 0	 (21)
where the Cartesian velocity components u, v are given by
u = 1
and	
+ S x	 v	 Sy	 (22)
\1►' ` ^i +`	 2 1 I "i o ? (1 — u . — v' 1 J (,/Y_1> (23)
where M	 is ► he free-stream Mach number. Both u and v are scaled with
respect to the tree-stream velocity; 1 is Lite ratio of specific heats.
z
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The transonic small disturbance equation is
(1 - M- ")Q Xx + 0 y - (Y + 1)M-("PX0xx	 (24)
where q is an arbitrary parameter.
The tangency boundary condition for equation (21) Is
( x ^Ys)	 v(x.Ys)
i+ tx (x.Ys)	 u^x,y s )	 y s (x)	 (25)
where y - y s (x) Specifies the geometry of the airfoil.
The thin airfoil boundary condi.ions for equatioi (24) are
	
D y (X ' !15 ) - ys(x)	 (26)
where +0, -0 denote values on the upper and lower surfaces of the airfoil
chord line, respectively.
In the strained coordinate system the x-coordinate is replaced by x'
defined as
	
x = x' + tx l (x')	 (27)
where x l (x') is a straining function and c is some small parameter. The
velocity is then given (ref. 1) by
@ x (X,Y)
 
- 
t (O )( X " y )[ 1	 fx^ x ^(X')] + cm	 ( x ',Y)	 (28)
where ^ (0) (x', y) is a known base solution. If 0 0 ) (x, y) denotes a second
known solution for a value of the parameter 	 then
m lxl (x'.Y)
 - 
1 ISXI)(X, Y) - 0X
V (x',v)[1 - ex l 
^W )])
x
where
x = x' + cxI(x1)
Combination of equations (28) and (29) then leads to
^ x (X,Y) = ^ I (X',y) + t N ' ) (x,y) - 0('1)(X-' y )1
where the coordinates x', x are defined by equations (27) and (30).
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(29)
(30)
(31)
am
4	 1	 slit	 t .	 t
For a correction for truncation error t and 7 are identical since it
is to be the mime change of mesh that is considered. The same result also
ariplies for a correction between the small disturbance and lull potential
eoniations. Also as described in section 2, the correction terms are evaluated
from a nearby solution, for example, a different airfoil but with a similar
velocity distribution. If the solutions to the nearby vroblems are denoted by
an overbar then the corrected value of u(x, y) is givc.t by
L(X,Y) - u (0) W O O + IU O) ( X ,y) — u ( ° ) (x' ,y)]	 (32)
where x' is defineu by equation (27).
If more than one correction is required then
N
u(x,y) - u (0) (x'.Y) +	 [u(l)(xi,Y) — u(^)(X',Y)]	 (33)
where
	
xi - x' + c.ixl i (x')	 (34)
and
	
	 sN
	
X - x' + E, ix (x')	 (35)
 
i
where rixl 
i 
(x') is the straining function for the ith correction and N is
the number of corrections.	 j
i
Choice of Straining Functions
Two forms of straining functions are given in references 1 and 2. If
there is one characteristic point, for example a shock wave, in the solution
then a suitable (ref. 1) straining function is
ex W) - cdxA X^ i^ 	 0 G x' G 1
A	 A
(36)
EX l
 (XI) - 0 ,	 1 • x' < 0
where xA is the location of the characteristic point and cdx'A
movement between the two known solutions.
If there are two characteristic points, xA, X^ in the solutions then
suitable (ref. 2) straining is
9
c
I.a....k ...	 - - - -
	
A	 A A	 K
x ' (x') " 0	 1	 x'	 0
X'(1 - .')(x' - x^l
axe 
x H	 11	 Af	 - x')(x' 	 xih')
11<x' E 1
(37)
where Ox' and ,tl x' are the movements of x^ and xi; . reripec'tively. between
the two known Volutions.
If there are mart , than two ch.ir.wterist is points then a piet•ewitiv
version of equations ( 16) and (37) con be used.
RESULTS
The idees <!i g eussed above are applied to probl-.ems in Lwo-dimensional
transonic flow. Two tvpes of correction are examined, namely, truncation
error .end the error induced by Litt- use of the small disturbance equation
Instead of th e fall potential equation. In all of the examples the coordinate
straining includes the effect of the shock wave, including the shock capture
correction discussed in section "I and the rapid pressure expansion at the
leading edge. The choice of the nearby solution lot- the correction was
determined mainly by inspection, that Cs, whether the pressure distribution
in both eases looked similar. In all examples. an Interpolation procedure is
used to provide data at points other than those used in the computation.
In figure 2 the pressure distribution over the upper surface of nn NACA
64A410 airfoil :tt M - 0.74 and 1.5° angle of attack is shown. The final
result is corrected for a mesh of 99*79 from it solution obtained on a mesh of
3R>35. The nearby solution is for the same airfoil and Mach nnmbe; '` p ct at V
angle of attack. All results .ire computed using; the transonic small distur-
bance theory. It is seen that the large discrepancv between coarse and fine
mesh calculations near the leading edge is corrected fairly well by the present
scheme as is the :chock capture region. The probablt reason for the error in
the leading edge is that the nearby result does not quite represent the
behavior of the problem under consideration.
An important part of the present theor y is that the correction need not
be computed for the airfoil under consideration but only for an airfoil with
a similar form of solution. Correspondingly. some examples were computed
usinv different airtoils for the correction. lit figure 3 the pressure dis-
tribution around an NACA 0012 airfoil at: M . • 0.84 at zero angle of attack
is shown for a mesh of 99), 79 corrected from a computational mesh nf 38>35
using the correction obtained for tale upper surface of an NACA 64A410 airfoil
at M n - 0.74 and 1° angle of attack. Although there is some error Just ahead
of and just behind the shock wave, the main di.5crepancy in the region of the
leading; edge has been corrected satisfactorily. A typical correction for the
nearby solution is also shown in figure 3.
I 1
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A second type of correction discussed in thin paper is for the use of the
transonic small disturbance equation as opposed to the full potential equation.
An example of this type of correction is given in figure 4 where the pressure
distribution over the upper surface of a Korn airfoil is shown for M,,, a 0."A
and . p ro angle of attack. This result is obtained by correcting a small
disturbance result to correspond to a full potential result. The correction
is obtained from computations of both small disturbance and full potential
equations for the Korn airfoil at M_ - 0.76 and zero angle of attack. The
agreement of the corrected result with the direct solution is satisfactory
except behind the shock wave. In this particular example there are not many
points on the airfoil surface behind the shock wave in the small disturbance
solution which to a great extent accounts for the lack of resolution.
The final example, shown in figure 5, Illustrate: the correction between
small disturbance and full potential equations. In this case the correction
I% computed for a different airfoil.
	 In figure 5, the pressure distribution
around the upper surface of all
	 64A410 airfoil at Mm - 0.72 and zero
angle of attack is shown; the correction is obtained from solutions using
small disturbance and full potential equation: for a 10% biconvex airtoil at
zero angle of attacl. at M,,, - 0.8285
	 The corrected result agrees satis-
factorily with the direct solution.
In al l	he examples computed it was essential that the approximate
are coars#	 solutions and the correction solutions must capture all of the
charactvi-titic features of the problem under consideration.
CONCLUDING RE"U1RKS
A technique for correcting finite difference solutions for the effect of
truncation error and the use of approximate equations or boundary conditions
Is derived. The correction terms need only be computed from a similar or
nearby solution. It is essential that both the correction and the approximate
solutions should capture all of the characteristics of the final solution.
Since a given correction should be applicable to at least a moderate range of
problems the present method should be very useful in practical computations
since only the relatively Inexpensive approximate computations are required.
The author would like to acknowledge the help of T. L. Holst of Aries
Research Center who provided the solutions for the full potential equation;.
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Figure 1.- Sketch of pressure distribution to transonic flow.
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